
BUNDUTOP
Electric Rooftop Tent

MANUAL
DO NOT OPEN THE TENT WHILE 

THE LATCHES ARE STILL CLOSED 
AS THIS WILL DAMAGE THE TENT

General Information

The BunduTop standard size is 2100 x 1350 x 300mm when closed, and 
2100 x 1350 x 1000mm when open.

The mattress inside is 2000 x 1250 x 100mm and it is a high density 
foam. This leaves enough space inside the tent to leave your bedding 
inside. Kindly arrange your bedding so that it cant hook into the rope 
system inside, flattened bedding wont interfere.

The tent weighs about 65kg's and the roof can carry additional weight if 
evenly spread. You are welcome to install a solar panel on top.
With all aluminium construction it is designed to be strong, flexible and 
lightweight.

The tent has a HELLA plug and an LED light inside.

The tent boasts entry from any side, with the canvas on the outside and 
the mesh on the inside. This allows you to leave windows open for 
ventilation while in rainy weather.
It also comes standard with an Aluminium sliding ladder, and 2 pockets 
inside to put keys, cellphones etc.

Using your BunduTop

When using your BunduTop there are a couple of things to keep in mind 
to keep it in good working order.

You also need to arrange your bedding inside so that it is not too bulky, as 
bulky materials can interfere with how neatly the sides fold in when 
closing.

It can also interfere with the rope system inside, so the better arranged the 
better the tent will fold in.

When entering or exiting the tent, ensure that the windows are 
COMPLETELY zipped down so that you do not put too much strain on the 
zips. Not zipping them out completely also puts strain on the mesh.

When closing your tent we also recommend leaving the mesh part open 
for air flow, so that all the air inside the tent can escape. Otherwise 
trapped air can cause your canvas to bulge, and then it won’t fold in 
properly when closed.

While every precaution is taken to eliminate condensation we have found 
that in high humidity weather with extreme heat the condensation builds 
up UNDER the mattress. This happens very rarely, but if you anticipate 
these type of weather conditions simply placing an absorbing material 
underneath the mattress eliminates it.

The holes in my tent doesn’t have eyelets in them.

What if it doesn't work?

Should you for some reason experience electrical failure the tent will be 
the least of your worries. 
Even so  the tent has a manual override outside, situated right next to the 
buttons used to lift/lower the tent. 

Electricity in the form of jumper cable connection can be used to lift/lower 
the tent this way. You HAVE to stop it lifting by removing the electrical flow 
as soon as the canvas is taut.

The same will apply when you lower it this way. When the tent is about 
1cm from being completely shut, remove the electrical flow. You can 
simply pull down the roof the last centimeter and fasten the latches.
 
The only other faults we have experienced is the following:

Things you MAY think is a mistake, but isn’t:

The eyelets don't wear well, and the holes are actually burned into the 
canvas, because it's the strongest way to make the holes. While eyelets 
make for a better finish, it does not make for a stronger one, and our 
research suggests that eyelets pose as a weak point, and is generally 
where tears can originate.
(Caused by the crimping tool used to install the eyelet, causing it's metal 
edges to essentially cut into the material it's being installed in, weakening 
the material on those points.)

There are patches on my tent.
This is simply a strengthening patch placed to ensure that your canvas is 
enforced on places that take more strain.

UNCLIP ALL FOUR LATCHES BEFORE OPENING

Quick Tip:
If you accidentally broke it by forgetting one of the 
latches on: The roof of the tent 
(which weighs +/- 20kg) 
can be easily lifted by one person, who can crawl 
inside and just wedge the corner arms in place. 

1. Tent does not go up or down.
a. Check that the electric cord to the tent has power (If the light goes on 
inside the tent then there is power)
b. Check that the connectors are not corroded  (If the connectors are 
corroded it will not allow enough current through to drive the winch)
c. Use the electric override if all else fails

2. Tent opens but does not close.
a. Check the limit switch near the winch.
The arm on the limit switch might bend when over filling the tent with 
bedding or other materials and over time it may not make contact. Bend 
the arm a little bit downward (since your bedding may have pushed it up) 
so that the switch makes contact when the belt is tight. When the tent 
closes and the belt gets slack the switch will disconnect and stop the 
winch
b. Use the electric override if all else fails

If you accidently broke it by forgetting one of the latches on: The roof of 
the tent (which weighs +/- 20kg) can be easily lifted by one person, who 
can crawl inside and just wedge the corner arms in place. You may need 
a cable tie to just tie them into that position. When you lower it the next 
morning gravity will step in and lower it for you and the sides and 
awnings will still pull in

Electrical faults and how to pinpoint them:

Diode
If the light inside still works but your tent wont lift or lower it is most 
probably the diode. The diode blows when there is a short in your wiring 
system. The short is caused by the wiring touching the body.

The Limit Switches
The Limit Switch located near the winch tells the tent when to stop lifting.
The Limit Switch on the arm tells the tent when to stop lowering.
NEVER adjust these switches unless as stated above.

PLEASE NOTE that it is preferable to connect your tent to the secondary 
battery.

PLEASE NOTE that depending on what solar panel you have installed, you 
need to install a regulator that can handle VOLTS and WATTS. A lot of 
smart systems can handle 28V but not the 45V that a 300W Solar Panel 
produces.

Location of Limit Switch
near the Winch Motor.

Location of Limit Switch
on the arm.

Quick Tip:
Taking care of your canvas is easy!
Take a look at the tab stitched inside for instructions on 
how to properly care for your canvas.



How does it work?

The tent has a 2000lbs winch inside that lifts and lowers it. It is connected 
to ropes that run on bearings to effectively pull in the awnings and sides. 
The rope system inside is essentially 3mm dyneema plasma rope snaked 
through various pulleys and arms, as well as the mechanisms for the 
awning to pull in the sides and awnings when the tent is shut. 

The arms and their unique design again assist with the lifting of the tent 
and ensures that it is rigid when open, strengthening the construction.

Unclip ALL FOUR latches and ensure that they are open before pressing 
the button to lift the tent. There is a safety feature (limit switch) that assists 
with disconnecting the motor when to STOP while  lifting/lowering the tent. 
YOU, however, are responsible for telling the tent when to START, so kindly 
ensure all the latches have been opened.

The Electronics
All the electronics used in the BunduTop can be found inside the 
Electronics Box. ( Number 2 on the sketch)

The Electronics box houses:
The Switch
The Manual Override
2 x Diodes
1 x Relay
1 x Lighter Socket

Should you experience any difficulties with your tents wiring, this is where
everything is located.

Operating the Tent:

Location of electronics cover inside tent

COVERED

Location of relay

UNCOVERED

Awn at a 45° angle so that you 
don’t have to close the windows 

entirely in rain

Our Mesh is coated in a rubber 
compound making it 

extremely flexible and durable

Frame built into the bottom of the tent so it 
can be bolted directly to your Load Bars or Roof Rack

Raw Aluminium Sheet roof to reflect 
heat away even in direct sunlight

We use a 300gsm 
UV treated Riptech canvas

3mm Dyneema Rope to 
lift/lower the tent

2000lbs Winch Motor (or 907kgs) 
Foam backed Roof Lining to absorb 
moisture and avoid condensation

12V LED light in the roof
(You can also add 12V Fans)

Electronics Box
Cigarette lighter plug inside
(You can also add a USB port)
See the Electronics part
of the manual for more info

100mm High Density Foam
 mattress inside
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Red Brad Anderson
Grey Brad Anderson
Manual Override

Limit Switch near winch

Limit Switch on arm

Red Brad Anderson

ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM:

Solar Wiring
Connects to 
vehicle’s 
regulator.

Up Button

Down Button

Override 
Connection

Override 
Connection

Electrical Override

Down - Close
Negative top
Positive bottom

Up - Open
Positive top
Negative bottom

12v Power
Connects to 
vehicle’s dual 
battery system.

How do I install the tent?

When installing the tent, we advise that there is no more than a 0.5m 
unsupported overhang. 

We also advise that the roofrack/load bars should be no less than 1.27m 
wide. 

If installing on load bars use three evenly spaced supports. The tent can 
be bolted on with a minium of 4, preferably 6 bolts, and you can run 
wiring from the dual battery system with a Anderson plug through the 
vehicle or make an extension. 

If you are doing the wiring from your battery directly to the tent:
Use Anderson plug, Use 6mm^2 electrical wire, Use 15 Amp inline fuse - 
this will help prevent damage if you forget to open the latches.

Make sure to connect positive and 
negative correctly

PLEASE NOTE that a larger fuse is not a 
good idea. The purpose of the inline fuse 
is to blow when the tent pulls too many 
amps.
This means that if you accidently left a 
latch on, the tent’s motor will work
harder to lift the roof, thus pulling more 
amps, thus blowing the fuse.
After the fuse blew the tent will come to 
a standstill and thus safeguard
against bending the arms or snapping the 
ropes inside.

PLEASE NOTE If opening the tent for the 
first time for installation and the wiring is 
not made up yet, use the electric override 
option to open tent and be careful to not 
over tighten the tent. 

Remember to mount the ladder bracket:

After installing the tent mount the ladder bracket beneath the opening 
you will be using as the door. This way the ladder has a place to hook on 
to and will be less damaging than simply hooking the ladder onto the lip 
of the tent.

Bottom Front View

Max unsupported 
overhang 500mm

Cross support
no less than 1.27 wide

Bolt Here

UNDERSIDE OF TENT

X

X
X
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X

Quick Tip:
This Bracket can be found in the ladder bag.

Quick Tip:
Some Dual Battery systems already installed may have a 
low amp rating. When lifting the tent the system detects a 
high amp on the load output leading to the tent and cut’s 
off the power. If connecting to these type of systems please 
make sure that the output can accommodate the amps 
required by the tent.
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